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ABSTRACT
Combining the picosecond transient thermoreflectance (ps-TTR) and picose-
cond laser flash (ps-LF) techniques, we have developed a novel method to 
simultaneously measure the thermal effusivity and the thermal diffusivity of 
metal thin films and determine the thermal conductivity (κ) and the heat 
capacity (cv) altogether. In order to validate our approach and evaluate the 
uncertainties, we analyzed five different metal films (Al, Cr, Ni, Pt, and Ti) with 
thicknesses ranging from 297 nm to 1.2 µm. Our results on thermal transport 
properties and heat capacity are consistent with reference values, with the 
uncertainties for the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity measure-
ments below 25% and 15%, respectively. Compared with the ps-TTR techni-
que alone, the combined approach substantially lowers the uncertainty of 
the thermal conductivity measurement. Uncertainty analyses on various 
materials show that this combined approach is capable of measuring most 
of the materials with a wide range of thicknesses, including those with low 
thermal conductivity (e.g., mica) down to thicknesses as small as 60 nm and 
ultrahigh thermal conductivity materials (such as cubic BAs) down to 1400  
nm. Simultaneous measurement of thermal conductivity and heat capacity 
enables exploration of the thermal physical behavior of materials under 
various thermodynamic and mechanical perturbations, with potential appli-
cations in thermal management materials, solid-state phase transitions, and 
beyond.
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In-situ thermal properties characterization is critical for a broad range of scientific fields, includ-
ing but not limited to thermal management, phase transition in solid-state physics, etc. Accurate 
determination of both cv and κ during a phase transition is crucial for estimating the thermo-
electric figure-of-merit and ensuring proper thermal management. In general, high thermal 
conductivity materials are more efficient at transferring heat away from the heat generation 
area, thus help avoid overheating and improve overall performance and reliability, while high 
heat capacity helps stabilize the device’s temperature. Thus, adding a layer of material with both 
high heat conductibility and high heat storage ability would further benefit thermal management. 
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In solid-state physics, cv, the second-order derivative of the thermodynamic Gibbs free energy, 
provides information about the nature of phase transition, including the type of phase transition 
and the critical point. For instance, cv displays singularity at the critical point for the first-order 
phase transition, which reflects the latent heat – the absorption of energy without any temperature 
change [1–3]. While in certain types of second-order phase transition, such as paramagnetic to 
ferromagnetic transition and superconducting transition, cv experiences an anomaly near the 
critical point [4–7]. Simultaneous determination of cv and κ can reveal the charge carrier and 
lattice vibration behaviors near the phase transition.

Even though thermal conductivity and heat capacity are the two of the most common and 
important thermal properties for materials, in reality, most optical thermoreflectance-based measure-
ments measure thermal diffusivity (α ¼ κ=cv) or effusivity (ε ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
cvκ
p

) and convert them to thermal 
conductivity (or heat capacity) with literature heat capacity (or thermal conductivity) data [8, 9]. 
Thermal diffusivity is related to the heat propagation rate inside the material, while thermal effusivity 
reflects how heat is exchanged between the sample and its surrounding materials. Whether α or ε is 
measured depends on specific techniques. A traditional laser flash method uses a strong continuous 
wave (CW) light source to shine on one side of the sample, and an IR thermometer or a thermal couple 
to monitor the temperature increase on the other side [9, 10], which mainly reflects how fast the heat 
can propagate inside the sample. Hence the diffusivity is obtained. For the bulk material, the thermal 
diffusivity is easily calculated with the time to the temperature half maximum t1

2 
and the sample 

thickness d through α ¼ 0:1388 d2

t1
2 

[9]. For thin films, Taketoshi et al. developed the ultrafast laser flash 

measurement using the picosecond and nanosecond laser as the heating source, and the temperature 
increase on the other side was recorded [11–14]. From the temperature arising profile, thermal 
diffusivity can be extracted either using analytical or numerical methods [9, 15–17]. With transient 
thermoreflectance (TTR) [18–20], where usually both the heating pulse (pump) and detecting light 
(probe, CW) are on the same side and the probe sits at the center of pump spot, thermal effusivity is 
measured because the probed signal reveals how fast the heat escapes from the heated location to the 
surrounding. For time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) [8, 21] and frequency-domain thermore-
flectance (FDTR) [22, 23], what is measured depends on the heat penetration depth dthð Þ with respect 
to the thickness of the target layer dð Þ, and dth is controlled by modulation frequency. When dth is 
much smaller than d, the sample layer can be treated as semi-infinite, and the measured signal is 
sensitive to effusivity. When dth is much larger than d, the signal is mainly sensitive to thermal 
conductivity [24, 25].

Note that heat capacity can be determined separately with differential scanning calorimetry/ 
thermogravimetric analysis (DSC/TGA) method [26, 27], but the powder form of samples is usually 
required. Although there are devices developed for measuring heat capacity in thin films, their 
fabrication can be quite complex, making them unsuitable for use with many materials. For low- 
dimensional materials, usually, the heat capacity of bulk counterparts is used, and its validity is still 
questionable. In extreme environments, such as high-temperature or high-pressure cases, both the 
heat capacities and the thermal conductivities of most materials are not available. Although some 
frequency-dependent TDTR and FDTR can also measure the thermal conductivity and heat capacity 
together [22, 24], the FDTR is not a suitable technique when thermal diffusivity is lower than 
3� 10� 6m2=s [22]. With TDTR, the signal is less sensitive to thermal conductivity when the thickness 
is smaller than the shortest thermal penetration depth, which is constrained by the maximum 
modulation frequency [28].

In this work, we combine the ps-TTR [20] and ps-LF [11, 12] techniques to measure thermal 
effusivity and diffusivity simultaneously and conduct global fitting to obtain both thermal conductivity 
and heat capacity. Five metal films with thicknesses ranging from 297 nm to 1.2 µm are measured, with 
κ and cv values consistent with reference data and uncertainties below 25% and 15%, respectively. This 
combined approach offers unique advantages on characterizing thermal properties, especially under 
extreme conditions, such as in a high-pressure diamond anvil cell (DAC).
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The thermal effusivity is obtained with ps-TTR (Figure 1a) where the pump laser has 15 ps pulse 
duration (full width at half maximum) (Coherent Talisker Ultra 532–8, 1064 nm, 200 kHz repetition 
rate (1 kHz after passing through an acoustic-optical modulator (AOM)), 1 mW (pulse energy 1 μJ)) 
and probe is a CW laser (Coherent Verdi V6, 532 nm, CW, 1 mW). The pump and probe lasers are 
positioned on the same side of the sample, with the probe laser spot located at the center of the pump 
laser spot at the sample surface. A gold transducer layer coated at the probe side of the sample is used 
to increase the dR/dT ratio ~2� 10� 4K� 1� �

and to ensure low absorbance (<0.3) at the probe 
wavelength (532 nm) [29]. The reflected probe is collected with a silicon avalanche photodiode 
(Hamamatsu C5658) with a time resolution of 500 ps and then recorded with an oscilloscope 
(Tektronics TDS 744A). With the gold transducer, the normalized reflectance change can be converted 
to the corresponding normalized temperature change at the gold surface (Refer to section S1 in the 
supplementary material). Since the separation time between pump pulses is 5 microseconds, it is 
possible to record a comprehensive thermal profile, spanning from the initial temperature to the peak 
and then to relaxation, without any thermal accumulation effect. The same ps-TTR setup is modified 
to perform ps-LF measurement (Figure 1b). The probe laser path remains the same as that of ps-TTR, 
while the pump laser is routed to heat the sample from the other side. A flip mirror is used to switch 
the pump beam path for the two measurement geometries. To differentiate the experimental setups, 
we will continue to name the front-pump front-probe configuration as ps-TTR and the back-pump 
front probe as ps-LF.

Five metal samples are measured with this combined approach. Four thin metal films (297 nm 
Nickel, 325 nm Chromium, 500 nm Aluminum, and 1107 nm Titanium) are deposited onto a 160  
µm-thick glass substrate using e-beam evaporation (Kurt J. Lesker, PVD75) or thermal evaporation 
(Kurt J. Lesker, NANO36). A 1.2 µm Platinum foil is compressed from the Platinum powders 
(Goodfellow, 99.95% purity) in a high-pressure diamond anvil cell and then placed on the glass 
substrate. The films and foil thicknesses are determined with a profilometer (Dektak 6 M Stylus). All 
the samples are coated with a 60 nm gold layer as the thermal transducer using thermal evaporation. 

Figure 1. Optical layouts of the ps-TTR (a) and ps-LF systems (b). A flip mirroris used to switch the optical path of the pump laser 
(1064 nm, red lines) between the two systems.
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We record the reflectance change at the surface of the gold layer separately using ps-TTR and ps-LF for 
each sample, resulting in two distinct experimental curves for every sample. A multi-layer 1D thermal 
diffusion model is then applied to fit and extract the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the 
metal film.

The 1D assumption is made based on two factors. First, the diameter of the probe (10 µm, 1=e2) is 
10 times smaller than that of the pump (120 µm, 1=e2), and the probe is located at the center of the 
pump. Due to the relatively flat temperature profile at the center of the Gaussian shape, we can assume 
the probed area has a relatively uniform heating profile and no temperature gradient along the radial 
direction. Second, the thermal penetration depth (dth ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
αt
p

) is much shorter than the spot size of the 
pump. For ps-TTR, we examine the heat propagation within 100 ns, which is our fitting time. 
Aluminum is chosen to estimate dth because of its highest thermal diffusivity 
(αAl ¼ 9:7� 10� 5m2=s) among our measured samples, which is about 3.1 µm and significantly 
exceeds the 500 nm Al film thickness. Consequently, the heat propagates to the glass substrate within 
the first 100 ns. For the ps-LF, the metal film thickness, less than 1.2 µm for all five samples, serves as 
appropriated dth. Since dth remains much shorter than the pump’s spot size in both cases, employing 
the 1D heat diffusion model is reasonable for both ps-TTR and ps-LF.

Given that all samples have the Au/Metal/Glass layered structure (Figure 2), we use the three-layer 
1D thermal diffusion model solved with the Finite Difference Method to simulate both configurations, 
as described with Equation (1–4)[19, 30, 31].

Where ρ is the density, c is the specific heat in Jkg� 1K� 1, κ is the thermal conductivity, T is the 
temperature, and Source is the source term due to pump laser heating. Note that the final volumetric 
heat capacity extracted from the model is cv ¼ ρcJm� 3K� 1. Rpump is the reflectivity of the absorption 
layer at the pump laser wavelength, F is the laser fluence, tp is the pulse width, δ is the optical 

Figure 2. Schematics for the sample configuration and the pump-and-probe geometry for the ps-TTR system (a) and ps-LF system 
(b). For the ps-TTR measurement, layer 1 indicates the layer that absorbs the energy of the pump laser and also reflects the CW probe 
laser. Its temperature profile is described in Equation (1) with the source term described in Equation (2). For the ps-LF measurement, 
the pump energy is absorbed in the metal film near the metal/glass interface. In both cases, layer 2 and 3 are the layers that do not 
absorb the pump, described with Equation (3). 4 is the interface expressed in Equation (4).
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absorption depth, and L is the thickness of the absorbing layer. G is the interfacial thermal conduc-
tance between layers. This model simulates heat dissipation in both ps-TTR and ps-LF setups. Note 
that the only difference between them is the source term’s position due to setup variations. In ps-TTR, 
the gold transducer absorbs all pump laser energy due to gold’s optical penetration depth of 12.2 nm 
for 1064 nm laser, far shorter than the gold layer thickness. Consequently, the source term Source is 
only nonzero within the gold layer. Conversely, with ps-LF, the pump penetrates the glass substrate 
and is directly absorbed near the metal/glass interface. The optical penetration depths of the 1064 nm 
laser within measured metals are below 23.7 nm, significantly less than the metal layer thickness (297  
nm to 1.2 µm), making the source term nonzero exclusively within the metal layer. In both scenarios, 
the time-dependent normalized temperature change is extracted from the top of the gold layer.

With two data sets and two simulated curves, we conduct a global fitting with shared parameters using 
the least squares method. In Figure 3, A flowchart is used to describe the global fitting process. Due to the 
Au/Metal/Glass structure of our samples, the fitting parameters are the heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity of the metal film ðcv;metal and κmetalÞ as well as the interfacial thermal resistance between 
the Au and the metal layers (RAu=metal ¼ 1=GAu=metal). The input parameters fixed during the fitting process 
are cv;Au, κAu, cv;Glass, κGlass, dAu, dmetal, dGlass and Rmetal=Glass [32, 33]. At the beginning of the fitting, we give 
initial guess values of the fitting parameters [cv;metal; κmetal;RAu=metal]. Using those values, we simulate 
normalized temperature change at the gold surface using the 1D heat dissipation model for both ps-TTR 
and ps-LF. The sum of squared residuals (s.s.r.) is computed by summing the squared differences between 
experimental data and simulated curves at each time point, divided by the total number of points. The goal 
is to minimize the summed s.s.r. for ps-TTR and ps-LF by varying the values of [cv;metal; κmetal;RAu=metal]. 
We use the MATLAB function fminsearch for iterative optimization. In each iteration, the 
[cv;metal; κmetal;RAu=metal] changes based on the Nelder-Mead method [34], and the summation of the s.s. 
r. for ps-TTR and ps-LF is calculated. The iterations end when the difference in summation between 
iterations drops below the tolerance level, yielding the fitting results for para-
meters [cv;metal; κmetal;RAu=metal].

Plotted in Figure 4a, b are the normalized fitting curves compared with the normalized experi-
mental data measured in titanium thin film. With ps-TTR, the criteria for choosing the fitting time 
range are described in previous paper, that the time range should maximize the area underneath the 
sensitivity curve (Figure 5a, c) [20]. Meanwhile, the fitting time should not be too long where the 
reflectivity change signal is small, thus the low signal-to-noise ratio would induce extra uncertainty in 

Figure 3. Illustration of global fitting process with experimental results from both ps-TTR and ps-LF. “s.s.r.” denotes the sum of 
squared residuals.
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the final fitting result. For all the ps-TTR experiments, we choose the first 100 ns as the fitting time 
range. With ps-LF, the fitting is most sensitive to the temperature-rising part (Figure 5b, d), so we 
choose the signal range where the temperature starts to rise until the temperature reaches its 
maximum. Along with the experimental data and the best-fitted curves, we plot the confidence 
intervals by varying the best-fitted cv;metal and κmetal values by �20%. For ps-TTR (Figure 4a, inset), 
the þ20% κmetal and þ20% cv;metal almost overlap with each other, which is consistent with the fact that 
ps-TTR results are sensitive to the effusivity, the multiplication of κmetal and cv;metal. For ps-LF 
(Figure 4b, inset), the þ20% cv;metal shows a similar trend with � 20% κmetal, indicating that ps-LF 
results are sensitive to diffusivity. The best-fitted κmetal and cv;metal values for all five samples with their 
uncertainties (Refer to section S2 in the supplementary material for uncertainty evaluation) are plotted 
in Figure 4c, d against reference values. Reference thermal conductivity is determined using the four- 
point probe method (Cascade Summit 11,000 AP and Keithley 4200-SCS), measuring sheet resistance, 
and converting it to thermal conductivity with the Wiedemann-Franz law. Heat capacity employs 
literature data [32, 35]. All the measured values with our ps-TTR + ps-LF approach agree well with 
reference values, affirming its reliability for simultaneous determination of κmetal and cv;metal.

Next, we’ll consider the sensitivity of this combined approach. The sensitivity (S) of the model is 
calculated by evaluating the change in the temperature curve (T) with respect to the change of 
independent parameters (x0): S ¼ @lnT

@lnx0 
[36]. According to the Au/Metal/Glass structure of our 

samples, as shown in Figure 2, the multi-layer model contains three layers, and the independent 

Figure 4. Normalized experimental reflectivity change of probe and simulation curves with best-fitted κmetal and cv;metal from (a) ps- 
TTR and (b) ps-LF measurements of titanium film. The insets are the simulation curves with a 20% variation of the κmetal or cv;metal . 
The best-fitted thermal conductivity (c) and heat capacity (d) are compared with the reference values [32, 35].
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Figure 5. Representative sensitivity tests for the 1.1 µm-thick titanium film using ps-TTR (a) and ps-LF(b) and for 297 nm-thick nickel 
film using ps-TTR (c) and ps-LF (d). And the improved sensitivity with global fitting compared with individual ps-LF or ps-TTR for 
cases of Ti (e) and Ni films (f).
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variables are the thickness dð Þ, thermal conductivity κð Þ, volumetric heat capacity (cv) of all three 
layers, as well as the interface thermal resistance between them Rð Þ.

We start with the sensitivity test of the ps-TTR and the ps-LF separately. Figure 5a, b show an 
example of a sensitivity test on titanium film with 1.1 µm thickness (For the sensitivity test of all 
parameters, please see Figure. S7 in the supplementary material). In Figure 5a, the sensitivities of the 
volumetric heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of the titanium film are both negative in the ps- 
TTR configuration and follow the same trend until the sensitivity of the thermal conductivity (κTi) 
starts to decrease, at which point the heat passes through the metal layer and reaches the glass 
substrate. This tendency indicates that when heat travels within the titanium layer, the thermal 
response is governed by effusivity ε. Higher heat capacity and larger thermal conductivity of the 
titanium film would increase the rate of heat dissipation in the gold layer and bring down the surface 
temperature quicker. Therefore, the sensitivities are negative. For the case of ps-LF (Figure 5b), the 
sensitivities of heat capacity and thermal conductivity have opposite trends because the higher κ leads 
to faster temperature rising on the probe side, while larger heat capacity causes more heat storage in 
the titanium layer and slows down the heat propagation. So the thermal response for the ps-LF case is 
governed by the thermal diffusivity α.Figure 5c, d show the sensitivity of the 297 nm-thick Ni film on 
the glass substrate, the thinnest sample tested. The κNi is unlikely to be determined with ps-TTR alone 
due to the fact that the sensitivity is less than 0.1. However, considering the large sensitivity of κNi and 
cv;Ni in ps-LF, the κNi can be extracted with low uncertainty in the combined method, which will be 
discussed below. One thing worth pointing out is that the sensitivities for the interfacial thermal 
resistance between Ti/Glass and Ni/Glass (Refer to Fig. S7 in the supplementary material for sensitivity 
of interfacial thermal resistance) are negligible for both configurations. Thus, we didn’t set the 
interfacial thermal conductance between metal and glass as a fitting parameter. Instead, we set the 
interfacial thermal conductance as a constant: Gmetal=Glass ¼ 50MWm� 2K� 1, which is around the 
average value of the metal/Glass interfacial thermal conductance we measured previously in the ps- 
TTR experiments [20] and also similar with the interfacial thermal conductance between gold and 
metal layers (GAu=metal) that we measured in the current experiment (Fig. S8 in the supplementary 
material).

Secondly, we want to discuss the benefit of our combined method on sensitivity. Since we use the 
global fitting to fit the experimental curves of both ps-TTR and ps-LF simultaneously, when con-
sidering the sensitivity, we should not focus on one of the cases only. The low sensitivity in ps-TTR 
(ps-LF) can be compensated by the high sensitivity in ps-LF (ps-TTR). For better clarification, we 
calculate the integrated sensitivity parameters with normalization [19]:  

Where x0 represent all the parameters, including the input and fitting parameters. Sx0 is the sensitivity 
of that parameter, which is a function of time. tf is the total fitting time. In Figure 5e, f, we plot the 
SGlobal

x0 
to show the compensation effect. For example, the thermal conductivity of nickel film is 

insensitive to ps-TTR, while the extra sensitivity is contributed by ps-LF. Please note that Equation 
(5) is not an accurate description of the actual sensitivity from global fitting since the fitting minimizes 
the summation of s.s.r.s from ps-TTR and ps-LF, not individually, while the orange and green blocks 
in Figure 5e, f are calculated from solely ps-TTR or ps-LF.

This compensation effect yields reduced uncertainty of the κ and cv. Figure 4c, d plot the measured 
κ and cv values along with uncertainties, which are all below 25% and 15%, respectively. The 
uncertainties are mainly propagated from input parameter uncertainties and experimental signal 
noise. To compare with ps-TTR, we calculate titanium film’s thermal conductivity uncertainty for 
both ps-TTR alone and the combined method. When solely using ps-TTR experimental data, the 
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thermal conductivity uncertainty is 24.9% [20]. With this combined approach, the thermal conduc-
tivity uncertainty is reduced to 10.3%.

To assess the applicability of our combined method across various materials, we proceed to 
calculate the corresponding uncertainties for different materials when measured using this approach. 
Since not all the materials are opaque and have short absorption depth, another gold layer is inserted 
between the material and the glass substrate as the absorption layer in ps-LF configurations. We use 
the 50 nm-Au/Material/50 nm-Au/Glass structure in all the simulations and calculate the uncertain-
ties. Figure 6a, b shows the uncertainties of 1 µm-thick material with different heat capacities and 
thermal conductivities. The uncertainties of the heat capacity are all below 25% and vary within a small 
range for most materials. There is no obvious relationship between uncertainties and the actual cv 
values. The uncertainty of κ, on the other hand, is higher for larger κ, due to the faster heat penetration 
through the thin film and less effective time range. To determine the minimum thickness that can be 
possibly measured, we also calculate the uncertainties at different thicknesses (Figure 6c, d). We define 
the minimum thickness that our combined setup can measure as those at which both uncertainties of 
cv and κ are below 25%. Overall, the uncertainties of the cv drop below 25% at 140 nm for all selected 
materials with wide cv and κ range (Figure 6c). It is the uncertainty of κ that determines the minimum 
thickness. For materials with low thermal conductivity, such as mica, the minimum thickness can be as 
small as 60 nm. For ultrahigh thermal conductivity material, such as cubic BAs, the minimum 
thickness is about 1400 nm. The minimum thickness could be further pushed to smaller values if 
the time resolution of data measurement can be improved. Currently, the resolution of our photo-
detector is 500 ps. With a faster detector, more data points could be acquired that give better 
performance during the fitting process, especially when the sample is thin. For very thick samples, 

Figure 6. Uncertainty analysis on several representative materials [32,35,37–51]. (a) Materials with different cv and their uncertain-
ties. (b) Materials with different κ and their uncertainties. (c) Thickness dependent uncertainties of cv for selected materials. (d) 
Thickness dependent uncertainties of κ.
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high laser fluence is required, especially for the ps-LF measurement, so that the temperature rise on the 
probe side is high enough to give a good signal-to-noise ratio. When laser fluence is too high, the Au 
transducer film could be damaged, which poses another restriction of this method, similar to 
traditional laser flash.

There are also other techniques to measure the thermal conductivity of thin films, such as the 
most common 3ω and TDTR (time domain thermoreflectance). The minimum thickness that 3ω 
can measure is limited by the thermal conductivity ratio between the film and the substrate, and 
the width of the metal line, so it would be hard to measure the thermal conductivity of submicron- 
thick thin film [36]. For TDTR, the minimum thickness that can be measured is governed by the 
smallest penetration depth. Accurate measurement of the thin film’s thermal conductivity requires 
high sensitivity to the κfilm while low sensitivity to the substrate thermal conductivity, which means 
that the thermal penetration depth should be controlled as less than half of the thin film thickness. 
The thermal penetration depth dth is reversely correlated to the modulation frequency f as 
dth ¼

ffiffiffiffi
α
πf

q
, where α is the diffusivity of the film [52]. With the conventional TDTR, the maximum 

modulation frequency is usually 20 MHz, beyond which the low output signal leads to large noise. 
Thus, the minimum thermal penetration depth is limited. Taking the Nickel case for comparison, 
the penetration depth of Ni at 20 MHz is 653 nm using the measured thermal conductivity and 
heat capacity. Jiang et al. extended the limitation of thin film measurement with TDTR by 
measuring two sets of data at different modulation frequencies and taking the signal ratio of 
these two measurements as the final signal for fitting [28]. This approach can improve the 
sensitivity of κfilm by suppressing the sensitivities of other parameters that are always large in 
the high frequency range, such as the thickness of the transducer layer. The minimum thickness 
that this method can measure is 0:85dth, but the sensitivity of the thin film heat capacity is 
sacrificed. For Ni, this dual-frequency method can extend the minimum thickness to 555 nm. With 
our combined approach, the Ni film measured has a thickness of 297 nm Ni and both the thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity values are consistent to the reference values. Our combined 
technique offers unique advantages on measuring thermal properties with high accuracy. 
Another way is to treat the thin layer as the interface, but it requires the knowledge of the 
interfacial resistances between the thin film and adjacent layers (metal transducer and substrate) to 
extract the thermal conductivity, making the process even more complicated.

The combined approach described in this report offers unique advantages in characterizing thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity with low uncertainties, which have many potential applications in 
different research fields. Our experimental setup is compatible with most optically transparent 
chambers, including cryostat and diamond anvil cell (DAC), to enable in-situ thermal characterization 
at extreme conditions where phase transition happens. Previous research has shown the complexity of 
the heat capacity and the thermal diffusivity near phase transition[53, 54], which leads to the 
difficulties in determining thermal conductivity [53]. Our combined setup can extract the total cv 
and k altogether, providing the true thermal conductivity value, and separating the contributions from 
lattice evolution and phase transition, although further careful examination is still required.

Recently, phase change materials (PCMs) have been utilized in chip thermal management due to 
the high latent heat that absorbs the heat and reduces the chip’s peak temperature. Among various 
PCM options, the solid-solid phase transition materials offer lower volume change and are container- 
free, leading to a more compact circuit design [55]. The thermal conductivities of PCMs range from 
0.2 W/mK to 70 W/mK, while the heat capacities are between 0.7 × 106 J/m3K and 2.4 × 106 J/m3K, 
both are within the measurable range of our combined technique [56].

In summary, we developed a combined approach with the ps-TTR and ps-LF methods for 
simultaneous determination of the heat capacity and thermal conductivity. Five metal films with 
thicknesses ranging from 297 nm to 1.2 µm were tested, and the obtained values for thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity are consistent with reference data, with uncertainties below 25% 
and 15%, respectively. The low uncertainty mainly results from the fact that the sensitivities of 
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the ps-TTR and ps-LF can compensate for each other.   Considering the short optical absorption 
depth and zero band gap of the metal we use in this study, no extra layer of gold between the 
metal layer and glass layer is required for heat generation. While for the thermal properties 
measurement on other materials with either long optical absorption depth or band gap larger 
than the pump laser wavelength, an extra layer of gold is needed to absorb the pump laser. 
Potential applications of the new methodology in thermal management, phase transitions in 
solid-state physics, and planetary sciences in extreme pressures and temperatures are discussed 
to highlight the potential impacts of the study.
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